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Series 2, Episode 9(17): Maya's Strawberry Cake
It is early morning in Dumb-Isle, and by this time almost everyone are probably still lying asleep in their
beds. This also includes the Wario bros. Though this episode won't be focusing on them, because in Maya
the Bee's house the young bee girl is being up early, and it's basically routine for her to get up early in the
morning. Right now she's sitting in her living room with a cup of honey tea in her hand watching the TV,
tuning in to the news.
"Yaawn. There's nothing of much interest going on the news right now... what about the other channels?"
Maya said and starts browsing through the channels on her TV. However, she finds almost nothing to
watch at this time in the morning.
"Double-yaawn... looks like there's almost nothing being aired right now, aside from 'Woodster Chess' and
'Count Cannoli's Pasta-cooking program', neither of them being of any interest to me." Maya said and
switches off the TV and takes a moment of silence.
While sipping on her tea Maya tries to listen to the noise outside. She can't hear anything outside her
house, except for birds chirping. She looks out the window to see birds flying just outside, while other
birds are sitting on their trees chriping beautiful morning melodies.
"Sigh... birds singing are the most harmonical thing for me to hear during the morning." Maya said and
sips some more on her tea. "Makes me want to buy myself a pet bird just by hearing them singing outside."
Maya keeps sitting on the couch for some more time. However, she soon becomes bored and thinks it
might be time for her to find something sensible to do.
"Hm, what shall I do at a day like this?" Maya wondered to herself. She then gets an idea.
"I know. I'll bake myself a strawberry cake!" Maya said and finishes off her tea before going into the
kitchen. While in the kitchen Maya tries to gather the ingredients needed, but realizes she's out of
ingredients for her cake.
"Aw, looks like I need to go out and buy the stuff I need to bake my cake. But to bake the cake the way I
want it I need to buy the right kind of ingredients, and those can't simply be bought at your local store
down town." Maya said and starts writing down the things she intend to buy on her little note block. After
doing that she then heads out of the house.
As Maya is walking she admires the environment around her; everythings still somewhat foggy around her
due to the rain weather last day. The flowers are all well and thriving, and in some places a Wario-nose or
two are crawling around trying to find garlics or boogers.
"Aah... Nothing beats a walk early in the morning like this. The flowers are living and well due to the last
day's rain, and the environment is looking all foggy. Can barely see anything in the distance... only thing
missing right now is the Wario bros themselves. Knowing them though, I think they're not really exactly
morning persons, and as such they would rarely ever get up this early." Maya said.
"That said, I wonder what Cindella's up to these days. Maybe she's together with Warrio by now and
they're living their life as a couple? Who knows. Last time I saw her was when she had to bring Warrio to
the hospital due to the injuries he had." Maya said to herself as she keeps making her way through the fog.
About 20 minutes later Maya is now walking on a path where cars aren't allowed to drive on. The fields on
the sides of the road are open and grassy, along with a few lone trees or forests here and there. Almost no
one's around at this time.

"Aww... look at the nature. I think there's plenty of room for even me to plant some flowers on one of those
fields..." Maya thought to herself as she keeps carrying on her trip to the bakery store. During her journey
she sees a farmer Dumb-Crow without any belly, sitting on a bench sobbing. She decides to go and take a
look.
"Hi there pal. What is it you're sobbing over, and where's your belly?" Maya asked him.
"*Sob*... Duuh, you see... While I was out today to buy myself some seeds to plant in the garden at my
farm a bunch of Woodster children came and started playing with my belly like a ball, and then they
vanished off with it. I've been searching for it endlessly, everywhere. But no matter where I look I just can't
find it! Please, Miss bee. Will you find it for me? Without my belly I just don't feel like myself." the farmer
Dumb-Crow said.
"Sure, I'll go find it for you!" Maya said and goes off to find his belly.
"Duuh, thank you! I'll make sure to repay you in one way or another." the farmer Dumb-Crow said.
Maya keeps searching around for the farmer Dumb-Crow's belly. After looking around for long enough she
then spots it sitting in a birds nest on top of a tree.
"Ah, so that's the spot those Woodster kids kicked up the belly into. If I'm assuming it right, they must of
have kicked it into the nest by accident, and rather than try get it back they simply gave up and moved
on..." Maya said and looks around to make sure no bird is flying nearby. Not seeing any birds around she
starts climbing the tree to retrieve the Dumb-Crow's belly.
"Oh my. Sure is quite a bit of a way up to the nest. Those birds sure know how to throw off any predators!"
Maya said to herself, but keeps climbing up to the bird nest. After retrieving the belly she then climbs
down the tree and runs off back to the Dumb-Crow, who is still sitting on the bench in a rather sad mood.
"Mr. Dumb-Crow, Mr. Dumb-Crow!! I've found your belly now!" Maya shouted out to him as she runs
towards the bench where the Dumb-Crow sits.
"Aah, there it is! Finally my limbless body will be like complete again!!" The farmer Dumb-Crow said in
relief and excitement, being glad that his belly came to no harm.
"Here, I suppose you wanna put it back on straight away, am I right?" Maya said and gives the DumbCrow the belly.
"You bet I will..." the farmer Dumb-Crow said and puts the belly back on his limbless body in the place
where it belongs.
"I can't really thank you enough for your help! I said I would repay you if you would find my belly and
bring it to me, so... here, take this little bag with sunflower seeds. May not be much, but it's all I've got
right now." The farmer Dumb-Crow said and gives Maya the seed bag.
"Thanks! I'm sure I will find a good use for them." Maya thanked the Dumb-Crow and accepts her reward.
After waving him goodbye Maya continues her little journey to the bakery store.
Later on she sees another person in front of her. The guy seems to be Valeriano from the Calimero series.
He looks rather worried, searching around for something of great importance to him.
"Oh, hi there young bee girl! Would you mind helping me out a little here?" Valeriano asked Maya.
"Oh, it's you Valeriano! What are you doing out here, and what can I help you with?" Maya asked.

"You see, I was just out here filming with my video camera to have something to show to my other friends
back at home. I then had my back turned to switch casettes, but when I turned back to where I put down
my camera it was nowhere to be found! I've tried searching for it all over the place, but I've never been
able to find it again." Valeriano said.
"So it has gone missing you say... well, something or someone must have taken it I suppose. I'll be finding
it for you!" Maya said.
"Ah, thank you Miss. And yep, I'm pretty sure someone could have stolen my camera. I'm hoping for it to
be in one piece though..." Valeriano said.
"Don't worry, I'll try to get it back. How much in one piece it would be in is hard to say for now..." Maya
said and goes off to find Valeriano's video camera.
No matter where she looks though Maya can't seem to find the camera as well. Just then she spots a trio of
Wario-noses playing around with something. The object they're messing with resembles some sort of video
camera.
"Oh, that must be the camera Valeriano talked about! I have to get it back from those Wario-noses in some
way..." Maya said and sets out to try get it back from the Wario-noses, but as soon as she approaches them
they start hopping away with the amera.
"Hey, come back here you little camera thiefs!!" Maya said and starts chasing after the Wario noses, not
stopping at any point. However, they're soon out of her sight.
"Hm, where have they gone now??" Maya said and looks around a little. Not able to see where the Warionoses might have gone, nor any boogers or such left behind by them, she is about to give it all up until she
hears a sound coming from a bush to the right side of her.
"Huh? What was that sound?" Maya said to herself and sneaks over to the bush to investigate. She's
relieved to find the Wario-noses sitting behind the bush playing with the camera like usual. When they
finally turn their backs to communicate between each other in their unknown gibberish language, Maya
takes her chance to sneak towards the camera and snatch it.
"There. I don't think they're even aware of me stealing their new toy, so I guess I'm safe for now..." Maya
whispered to herself and starts sneaking past the Wario-noses, completely unnoticed. After getting a certain
distance away from them she starts running as fast as she can back to valeriano.
Back to where Valeriano is, he's now standing on his spot, awaiting Maya's return.
"Oh, I hope she returns with my camera soon. I really have to go and film some other locations on this
strange off-map island, and eventually catch a plane back home later on." Valeriano said to himself. Just
then he sees Maya returning again, and is even more relieved to see that she's returned with his camera
intact.
"Ah, there you are! I was nearly getting worried there for a second that you just gave up and moved on."
Valeriano said.
"Aw, why would I be letting you down? I guess this is your camera, right?" Maya said and holds the
camera up with her hands and gives it back to him.
"Yeah. Thanks for bringing it back to me!" Valeriano said.
"Aw, it was quite an easy task for me..." Maya said.

"I don't know if you would accept this, but... take this little diamond arm bracelet. I bought it for my
girlfriend, but she refused to wear it because it wasn't her type." Valeriano said and gives the arm bracelet
to Maya. She puts it on her left wrist and admires her new accessoary.
"You know, this is the most beautiful thing anyone has ever given me... thank you Valeriano!" Maya said
and gives him a little kiss on the cheek which makes the latter blush a little.
"Oh, er... it's nothing really. I'm glad you're liking it though." Valeriano said.
"Right, I better move on now." Maya said.
"Alright. Where are you going?" Valeriano asked.
"I'm off to shop at a special bakery store. I'm in need of ingredients for a cake I'm going to make at home,
and it's the only store I know that has the stuff I need." Maya said.
"Oh, ok. Well, see ya later I suppose." Valeriano said.
"Yeah, may we meet again sometime in the future!" Maya said. After waving each other goodbye Maya
and Valeriano then head in their own directions.
As Maya is still making her way to the bakery store she's feeling good about having helped other people,
and is more than happy with her new arm bracelet.
"Sigh... by sheer coincidence this bracelet also has a flower on its front. I really like flowers, and they're
my most favorite thing above everything else... I can only wonder what new people I might be meeting
today." Maya said to herself in wonder. Just then out of nowhere, Maya spots her best childhood sister
Cindella on the road on her ice skates.
"Cindella!! Over here!!" Maya shouted to her. Cindella turns around to see her sister Maya.
"Oh, hello Maya!!" Cindella shouted back and heads over to Maya.
"It sure has been quite some times since we met last time!" Maya said.
"Yeah, it sure has. It's good to be outside being active again after having endured a number of job tests
down the central town of this island." Cindella said.
"Yeah, I've heard about it. Did you ever get any job in the end?" Maya asked her.
"No, I didn't. To be truthful, I wasn't even looking for any jobs. I just decided to take a shot at it after
getting a few letters asking for my interest in taking any jobs." Cindella said. "What are you doing here by
the way?"
"I'm going to bake myself a strawberry cake, but to do that I need the right kind of ingredients, and very
special ones." Maya said.
"I understand Maya. It is indeed quite hard to find any baking ingredients of decent quality at your local
store down the town." Cindella said in agreement.
"Apologize if I ask, but... why are you alone again? Aren't Warrio supposed to be with you every now and
then?" Maya asked her.
"Well, sad to say, but we broke up sometime ago." Cindella said.

"How come it happened?" Maya asked.
"Well, it was due to his clumsiness while he was visiting my house one day. It eventually got to the point
where we started having an argument, and I got so mad at him for not forgiving me afterwards that I
slapped him on the chin and told him I would be breaking up with him." Cindella said.
"I understand, but... I've heard from Wario-Ware-Man that some young teenage witch was responsible for
making the breakup happen. But that's only what I were told." Maya said.
"What?? So it wasn't all Warrio's fault?" Cindella wondered.
"Well, like I said, this is only something that I were told about, and I have almost no knowledge of these
events. It does sound fairly possible to me though." Maya said.
"That's strange. When I was in the Wario bros' house by the time we were breaking up I couldn't see
anything out of the ordinary. But maybe I wasn't paying attention at the time due to being so upset... Sigh.
If only I had known of it I would've apologized to Warrio for real." Cindella said and starts feeling
ashamed of herself.
"It's ok Cindella. Whatever happened has, and you couldn't possibly have known it before hand." Maya
comforted her sister and gives her a hug.
"Aw, I suppose you're right there Maya. Though I'm still a bit ticked over all the flower pots Warrio
accidentally broke in my house." Cindella said.
"Alright, I gotta carry on now. One more question before I head off though; are you going to meet Warrio
again at some point?" Maya asked.
"I might, but in the case we do see each other again I think we would more than likely remain just friends."
Cindella said
"I understand... Alright, bye bye Cindella!" Maya said and starts walking off.
"Bye Maya!" Cindella said and starts heading back home.
Later on her trip Maya's soon becoming a bit lost. She remembers turning to the right at the last three-way
point, which was a fair way back, but even then she thinks she may have gone the wrong way.
"Hm. Maybe I should've kept going forward instead of turning right..." Maya said as she keeps walking on
the road. She then spots someone standing on a pier to her left. The two circular shapes on top of the
unknown person's head reminds her of a certain character, but she can't remember who it is.
"No matter how hard I try to think, I still can't seem to recall how the character originally looked like or
what his/her name was..." Maya said to herself. Curious to find out about this character, she walks over to
the pier to see the mysterious fellow for herself.
Down the pier, the figure with big flat, circular ears are shown to be a female mouse of sorts, looking out
towards the water. After arriving at the pier, Maya sees that the character looks quite familiar to her.
"Hey you! Excuse me, but..." Maya said to the female mouse character, the latter who then turns to face
Maya. Once she's facing Maya the character is revealed to be Minnie Mouse from the Disney series of
cartoons.
"Minnie! What are you doing here??" Maya asked her in surprise.

"Oh, I'm just simply enjoying looking at the water. Who are you by the way?" Minnie asked her.
"Well, my name's Maya the Bee. It's a long story how I came to start living on this island, but I've always
had some very good times and adventures from time to time." Maya said.
"Oh, nice to meet you Maya! By the way, your skirt looks pretty similar to mine, both in palette and style."
Minnie pointed out.
"Ah, I just like the color of it, and it also looked very good to me, so I dedided to buy it." Maya said, now
with a slightly concerned look on her face.
"Say, what's with that concerned look on your face? Maybe tell me what the matter is?" Minnie asked.
"Well... I'm trying to find the location of a very special bakery store, which has the ingredients I need for
baking my strawberry cake. However, I can't seem to find my way to the store. I think I'm a bit lost..."
Maya said.
"Maybe I can help you find this bakery store?" Minnie said, offering to help Maya find the store.
"Oh, really? Thank you!" Maya said.
"Ok, let's get going then." Minnie said. After getting back on the road again Maya's in wonder over which
way to go.
"Hm... left or right?" Maya asked herself.
"Maybe we should turn right here." Minnie suggested.
"Um, why should I have to go back the way I came from?" Maya asked her, but then comes to think of
something. "On the other hand, maybe I've gone the wrong way... let's go to the right then." Maya said, and
together Maya and Minnie set off to find the store. Later they reach the three-way point Maya last went to
the right off.
"I remember coming from the left here, so it's forward or right from here on. Which direction do you think
we should go?" Maya asked Minnie.
"Hm. Why don't we keep going forward, and see where we'll end up?"Minnie suggested.
"Good suggestion Minnie. Who knows, maybe we'll spot that bakery store after a while." Maya said and
together with Minnie keeps going forward. While on their walk Maya and Minnie keep discussing a
number of things between them.
"So, how's your boyfriend Mickey doing?" Maya asked Minnie.
"Oh, he's doing fine. He's pretty much occupied with his whole career as a famous Disney character that he
barely has time to really spend quality time with me, or even just take it easy for a while, which is a bit of a
shame to me. But I understand that being famous does take away some of your free time for other things.
At least I'm having a lot more time for myself these days, even if I'm getting dragged into the spotlight as
well every now and then." Minnie said.
"I heard that you've been involved in the plans of some devil-type fellow a couple years ago..." Maya said.
"I think you're talking about Devil-Pluto, the bad part of Pluto's inner conscience. Yeah, I was involved in
his plans to get rid of Pluto himself, but not directly..." Minnie said.

"How come that would be?" Maya asked.
"Well, Pluto's inner demon had been hatching a clever plan to get back at Pluto's inner angel, which
involved shrinking Pluto down to the size of a speck, and then taking control of my mind to make me try
and... well, get rid of Pluto basically. It's quite a long story, and I simply don't feel like talking about it."
Minnie said.
"Why not?" Maya asked.
"Because... it's a bit too emotional for me, and the near end of it all wasn't any better for me... on the bright
side though, Pluto and I managed to put a stop to Devil-Pluto's plans in the end." Minnie said.
"I understand Minnie. Let's not talk about it any more then." Maya said.
"So, how's your life on this island?" Minnie asked.
"Well, it has its ups and downs every now and then. As of recently I've been living it quite tough, what
with all the bills getting higher and so on. Even though I still had power in my house, the rent was getting
massively high, so I had to go out and try get a job." Maya said.
"Alright. So what job are you taking now?" Minnie asked.
"Currently I'm working at a flower shop. I'm getting reasonably paid there, even if it's not much." Maya
said.
"Mhm... do you like your job?" Minnie said.
"Sure I do. Planting and taking care of flowers is my very favorite thing, and I'll take that above working at
some boring factory." Maya said.
They keep talking between each other about various topics. About half an hour later they soon spot a little
house to the left side of the road they're walking on. Once they get there Maya is more than excited to
finally have found the bakery store she wanted to go to.
"At last, I've finally made it here! This, is the only bakery store I know which has baking ingredients of
highest quality, and easily beats the stuff commonly found in regular stores down the town." Maya said
and goes into the store.
"Wait for me Maya, I also wanna buy some stuff in there for making my apple pie with!" Minnie said and
heads into the bakery store as well.
Inside the store, they both take their time looking around for the things they want to buy. Once they found
what they need they then go to the cashier to pay their wares.
"Um, Minnie... is this all you're gonna buy?" Maya asked Minnie, taking notice of her rather empty basket.
"Well, I'm only gonna buy the most necessary stuff like apples, sugar, and so on. Everything else I already
have in my house." Minnie said. After having paid their stuff they both head back out again.
"Well, I think I now have all the stuff I need, so I'll be making my way back home. Would you mind
accompany me for a while?" Maya said.
"Sure, I don't mind walking with you for a while. But I will be heading in my own direction after a certain
point." Minnie said and walks with Maya all the way back to where Maya first started her journey.

When they reach the place where Maya was helping the farmer Dumb-Crow earlier they then part ways,
with Minnie heading her own way.
"Alright Maya, looks like this is where we go our separate ways. I hope we'll meet again at some point!"
Minnie said.
"Ok, see you later then!" Maya said. After bidding each other farewell Minnie starts turning to the right,
while Maya keeps walking forward.
Later, Maya's finally made her way back home, and can barely wait to sit down and take a break before she
starts baking her cake.
"At long last, I can finally just sit down and have myself a cup of honey tea. I'm pretty tired after all that
walking... but the fact I've helped people, and also having met some people I know more than makes up for
it." Maya said and goes into her house to make herself some honey tea.
She sits down on the sofa with her tea cup to take a little break. To pass the time a little she's also brought a
little book with her to read on.
"Aah... now I can sit here and just be for myself, not having to worry about anything other than the cake
I'm going to do soon." Maya said and sips on her tea a little before reading on her book.
After taking a break for an hour or two Maya goes into the kitchen to start baking her cake.
"Let's see... first of all, I need a bowl." Maya said and pulls out a bowl from the kitchen locker, and puts all
the ingredients she bought on the table. She starts by preparing the dough in the bowl. After getting it
finished she puts a blanket over the bowl to let it ferment for about an hour.
"There. While the dough is fermenting I'll be preparing the creamy stuff that will be put between each
layer of the cake." Maya said and sets the timer on her armwatch. While the dough is fermenting in the
bowl she starts preparing the creamy stuff.
"Alright, have I got everything now... milk, and... pulverized whipped cream..." Maya said and pours both
the milk and the pulverized whipped cream into the cream bowl. She then blends it together using a whisk.
Once finished she puts it in the fridge to make sure the creamy stuff doesn't melt.
After a hour have passed Maya removes the blanket from the bowl to see how the dough looks like.
"Hm, it seems pretty fine to me, so I guess I can continue." Maya said and and puts some of the dough on a
cooking plate and rolls it out with a rolling pin, forming it to look like the bottom bread of the cake.
However, she realizes a cake needs more than just the bottom layer, so she prepares two more cooking
plates and forms the doughs into additional layers for the cake.
"Hm... this is going to be a bit of a problem; I've got three cooking plates ready to be baked, but my
cooking oven only has room for one plate at a time. I guess I need to take turns baking each layer for the
cake." Maya said and bakes each layer in the cooking oven, one at a time.
After having the cake layers done Maya starts putting together the cake, putting the right amount of cream
between each layer of the cake. Once the cake is done it's time to decorate it with the special sweet red
strawberries she bought at the store.
"There... there, there... and there... finally, it's all done!" Maya said and puts the cake in the fridge so the
cream inside and around the cake will harden a bit. After putting it in the fridge Maya takes the bowl with
the strawberries leftover and eats them up.

"Mm, they're very sweet for sure. Beats the ones usually found in regular grocery stores!" Maya said to
herself as she finishes the bowl off.
Maya then takes some time off in the living room by watching some TV. She turns on her TV just in time
to watch the Fatso-News.
"Hello, and welcome to the Fatso-News; the news programme where anything strange or odd will be
talked about or reported. Today there's some events that have occured as of recently, and one by one our
reporter Woodsley will talk about them." the Dumb-Crow newsspeaker said and switches over to the
Woodster reporter Woodsley.
"Ok, my name's Woodsley, as you may or may not know, depending on whether or not you've been reading
the 'The Wario Show' series prior to this story. Anyhow, the first thing that's been happening today is over
at the Konsum store in town. An old Woodster lady was just going to buy herself some bread when a pair
of Dumb-Crows accidentally bumped into her. They apologized and tried helping her back up, but the old
Woodster lady then got back up on her own and kicked them in the groin. After that she took her shopping
bag to the cashier to pay her wares and leaved the building." reporter Woodsley said.
"Yeah, that's right. That old lady kinda just went mad and started attacking us despite the fact we didn't
really do anything bad to her!" one of the Dumb-Crows said.
"Like, what's the matter with these old Woodster ladys these days? It's almost like they don't have any sort
of respect for us younger guys, nor do they even want to be helped." the other Dumb-Crow said.
"I can sorta agree there. Any further comments from your side?" Woodsley said.
"None from me." The first Dumb-Crow said.
"Me neither." The other Dumb-Crow said.
"Ok, moving on. Over to this resturant here, as of late it seems The Monitor has attempted to get himself a
a position as a resturant owner, but he got kicked out due to the fact he didn't treat his customers with
respect. In response The Monitor goes back inside and wreaks disaster in the resturant, after which he pulls
out a big hammer and smashes the resturant to pieces. He was arrested by the Woodster police shortly after
this, but he managed to escape before they could even put him behind bars." Woodsley said.
Over to where Maya is watching the events on the TV, she starts shedding some tears on her face.
"*sobs* I really wonder WHEN that Monitor guy will ever stop with his lame attempts at 'becoming
popular'. I mean, when things go this far as far as him are concerned, then you know it might start getting
even worse at some point!" Maya said and continues watching the news.
"The third report for today's Fatso-News is about the recent layoffs going on down the town. More and
more Dumb-Crows and Woodsters are being left without any jobs than ever before. Dumb-Crow Isle's
economy sure is going through a very difficult time as of late..." Woodsley said.
"There's also been some recent vandalism going on in corners of the town as well. Could you tell us more
about that Woodsley?" the news reporter said.
"Well, it seems that it's mostly graffiti vandalism. This sort of vandalism could very well spread into other
parts of Dumb-Crow Isle if action's not being taken. The ones who are looking after the town still don't
know which guys are responsible behind the graffiti on the walls, but they say that should they find the
source, they will more than likely show them the way out of the town and tell them NEVER to come
back." Woodsley said.

Back to Maya on her couch, she's now feeling more sad over seeing the stuff being reported on the news.
"*sobbing* All this stuff I just... I just simply can't stand watching..." Maya said to herself while she tries
wiping off her tears, but she keeps watching the news anyway. By this point they've now started talking
about today's weather report. According to the weather reporter, it's going to be a very sunny week, with a
small dose of garlic rain up north of Dumb-Crow Isle. Now being to the point of sobbing out of being
upset over the news so far, Maya decides it's to watch something else.
"*sobs very hard* I... I-I can't watch this anymore. It's just too much for me right now!" Maya said and
switches to another channel to find something more enjoyable to watch. She then comes across a flower
garden caretaking programme which makes her forget the stuff she just saw earlier.
"Wow... now this is definitely something for me. Yes, I'm a bee, but I like flowers, and flowers should
always be taken care off and looked after. After all, sometimes the nature doesn't just bloom by itself."
Maya said and keeps watching the programme. After watching it for a while she goes into the kitchen to
see how the cake is doing.
After getting the cake out of the fridge Maya sees that the cake turned out just perfect, or at least good
enough to be eaten.
"Well look at it, it seems to have turned out quite great! Now, all that's required is simply cut out a piece
from the cake and eat it..." Maya said and takes out the cake knife, but as she's about to start cutting the
cake the top of it blows up, with some of the cream splattering right on her face.
"What in the world just happened...?" Maya said to herself. She licks her lips clean and washes her face in
the kitchen sink. After having dried off her face she heads back to the cake again.
"I wonder what made the cake just blow up like that..." Maya said. She then reminds herself that she's had
this happening countless times before.
"Well, I've had this happen to me before a number of times. After all, I'm not the best baker in the world.
At one point I somehow seem to get it right, while at other times things just go wrong." Maya said and is
about to throw her now ruined cake into the trash, but reconsiders after thinking how tasty the cream were
to her.
"I'm not gonna waste this cake. Even if the top has now been completely blown off, I'm still sure the cake
is pretty much edible." Maya said and decides to eat what now remains of the cake; the bottom, along with
a slice of strawberry on top of it. She then takes the now blown-up cake into the living room and eats on it
while she watches her favorite programme on TV.
And... well, this is how another episode, or story ends... In episode #10 the Wario bros will finally be
moving out, and on their journey they may as well even relieve some things from their past adventures. In
case I didn't make it clear, it will also be the last episode for this 2nd series of "Wario bros and Maya the
Bee", and certainly the last to take place on the island the Wario bros have been living on since the days of
"The Wario Show". As to where they'll be moving, that's something we'll be finding out by then.
The End..

